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ABSTRACT: Radiator is a type of heat exchanger used in 
automobile industries, basic purpose of radiator, cooling of 
engine and cabinet and also exchange heat from engine to 
surrounding. This investigation gives a detail study of 
radiator with cost analysis and best material section. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
*Radiator is a type of heat exchanger used in automobile 

industries, basic purpose of radiator, cooling of engine and 

cabinet and also exchange heat from engine to surrounding. 

The function of radiator is to ensure close contact of the hot 

coolant coming out of the engine with outside air, so as to 

ensure high rate of heat transfer from the coolant to air. 

Radiator consists of an upper core and the lower tank. 

Besides an overflow pipe in the header tank and the drain 

pipe in the lower tank are provided. Hot coolant from the 

engine enters the radiator at the top and is cooled by the cross 

flow of air while flowing down the radiator .the coolant 

collects in the collector tank from where it is pumped to the 

engine for cooling*. There are two basic types of radiator 

core, viz, tubular type and cellular type in the formed coolant 

that flows through tubes and air passes around them, while in 

the cellular type the air passes through the tubes and coolant 

flows into the spaces in between them. Out of this tubular 

type of course are the most commonly used which are further 

classified depending upon the shape of the fins around the 

tubes which are meant to increase the heat transfer from 

coolant to the cooling air. Both the cold tubes as well as the 

fins are made from thinnest possible material. Tubes are 

made from 0.1to 0.3mm sheet, were as fins are made from 

about 0.1mm thick material. The materials used for radiators 

sold be resistance to corrosion, possess higher thermal 

conductivity and from easily, apart from having adequate 

strength. Copper and yellow brasses are the widely used 

materials for radiators. Aluminium is also used from weight 

and cost consideration. Some late model radiators have 

plastic tanks with the aluminium cores. The size of the 

radiators must be adequate to remove the heat which is 

approximately equal to the heat energy utilized for producing 

power in the engine. Alternatively, the radiator size is match 

to the displacement volume of the engine. The air-condition 

vehicle would require a larger radiator due to extra heat load 

on account of the compressor. Besides it is also unsure that 

maximum cooling is attended with minimum air resistance. 

Thus, frontal area of the radiator is kept minimum, which 

may be achieved by making the core thicker and 

accommodating more core material into the same volume 

without increasing the air resistance. For heavy duty 

application radiator shutters are also sometimes used .there 

 
 
are automatically controlled by means of the compressed air 

taken from the brake system. Shutter control mechanism is 

standard with the upper house of the cooling system. 

Depending upon the coolant temperature coming from the 

engine with itself depends upon the engine temperature, the 

shutter control mechanism causes the shutter to open or close 

thus for example the shutter remains closed during starting 

and with gradually the radiator can be placed in any position 

without any consideration for placing it at the front of 

vehicle. *In order to provide a large and sufficient cooling 

area or surface for transmission of heat from the coolant to 

the air as rapidly as possible radiators are used. The hot 

Water passing downward through it in thin streams gets 

cooled efficiently. Many type of radiators vary in design 

according to the limitation imposed on their area by modern. 

Automobile body design as well as according to the ideas of 

ditnereff automobile engineers. The centre of the radiator 

core only varies while the water passage terminating at a 

header tank or reservoir at the top of the radiator and a 

smaller collecting lower tank at the bottom. Within the 

system to provide for expansion and contraction of the 

coolant, a header-tank is provided while for topping up the 

cooling system, additional opening is provided. The inlet 

pipe of the cylinder jacket is connected to the bottom tank 

while the outlet pipe is connected to the top tank. In order to 

drain away excess of water made available due to expansion 

on heating, an over flowpipe is generally provided in the top 

tank. ‘To drain the water from the radiator for cleaning 

purpose, a drain cock is provided at the lowest point of the 

bottom tank. The water outlet or outlets from the engine 

jacket are connected by to prubber hose to the upper tank 

while a radiator outlet or bottom hose connect the lower tank 

to the jacket inlet through the water pump.  
HONEYCOMB RADIATORS: the radiator is used in speedy 
vehicles a number of tubes shape like double ended box  
.spanner in the form of a honeycomb are include in its 
construction. To complete the radiator block, the hexagonal 
ends are soldered to together. It has round centre portion of 
the tubes in comparison o the hexagonal ends it’s smaller in 
diameter. This space provide between the tubes through 
which the water circulate is quite small due to this formation. 
The water flowing down outside the rounded centre portion 
other tubes from the top of the bottom tank of the radiator 
cold by the air flowing through the hollow centre.*  
This paper includes:  
1) Changing the fin design, 

2) Increasing the core depth,  
3) Changing the tube type,  
4) Changing theflow arrangement, 
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5) Changing the fin material, and  
6) Increasing the surface area to coolant ratio. 

 

II. DESIGN CALCULATION  
No Content Air Water 

  (cold) (Hot) 
    

1 Inlet Temperature ( ⁰c ) 24 62 
    

2 Outlet Temperature ( ⁰c ) 39.14 43 
    

3 Mass flow rate ( kg/hr) 525.35 100 
    

4 Specific Heat ( KJ/Kg. k) 1.005 4.187 
    

5 Thermal Conductivity 0.024 0.66 
 (W/mk)   

6 Density ( Kg/m3 ) 1.1 1000 
    

 
Assume Made for construction of Radiator:  
Aluminium tubes used.  
Outer diameter of tube = 20 mm, 
Inner diameter of tube = 19.5 mm  
For Water cooled radiator Overall heat transfer Co–efficient 
U = 800 – 1500 W/m2k, take U = 800 W/m2k 

 
Energy balance  
Heat loss by hot fluid = heat gain by cold 
mhCph (thi – tho) = mcCpc (tco – tci) 
100 x 4.187 (62 - 43) = 525.35 x 1 x (tco- 24) 
tco = 39.14ºC 

1 =62 – 39.14 = 22.85 

ºC 2= 43 – 24 = 19ºC 

LMTD= 
1− 2 

= 20.86 ºC =  m 
 

ln 
1  

 

    2  
 

Heat transfer rate: Q = U A  m 
 

A = 
      

 

        

Ѳm     
 

540 ×4.18     
 

=
800 ×16.8     

 

A = 0.1351 m
2
  

 

A = 
Assumed D = 10 mm = 10 × 10 -3 

0.1351 
L =

  ×10 × 10−3 
= 4.30 m  

Now tube length required for heat transfer is 4.30 m. Actual 
length = 4.30/20 = 0.2151 m  
Heat transfer rate Q is higher in the case of copper compare 
to others so material ispreferable due to its thermal 
conductivity. 

 
Material Selection 
1) For Copper 
k = 386 w / m. 
Q = k A 
= 386 × 0.1351 × 0.5

19 
Q1 = 1983.10 watt 
2) For Aluminium 

Q2 = 205 × 5.1338 
Q2 = 1053.20 watt 
3) For Gold 
Q3= 314 × 5.1338  
Q3 = 1613.19 
watt 4) For Silver 
Q4= 418 × 5.1338 
Q4 = 2147.50 watt 
 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY:  
 Metal    Thermal Conductivity      

              
 Molybdenum  0.35        
               

 Gold    0.71        
               

 Copper    0.94        
               

 Silver    1.00        
               

 Tungsten    0.48        
             

OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER RATE:      
Heat  Water  Water   800 -   

Exchangers         1500   

     Organic Organic   100 -   

     solvents Solvents   300   

     Light oils Light oils   100 -   

            400   

     Heavy oils Heavy oils   50 - 300 
           

DENSITY OF DIFFERENT SUNSTENCE:      
    Substance  Density      

    Hydrogen   0.08987      

    Helium   0.1785      

    Aluminum  2700      

    Zinc   7140      

    Copper   8960      

    Silver   10500      

MASS CALCULATION FOR ECONOMIC 
CONSIDERATION         

           

  Where,         

  do= Outer diameter =20mm      

  di= Inner diameter=19.5mm      
          

Area =  (d0 − di )         
4             

A= 1.55 × 10−5 m2        
Let Assume L= 0.4 m Length of radiator      

Volume:            

V = A × L            

= 1.55 × 10-5× 0.4        

V = 6.2 × 10−6 m3         
Assume number of tubes n = 50        

V × n = 6.2 × 10−6 × 50        

  = 3.1 × 10−4         
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Total Required Mass of Material:   

Aluminium:      

m = V × n×     

= 3.1× 10−4 × 2700    
= 0.837 kg      

Copper:      

m = V × n ×     

= 3.1 × 10−4 × 8960   
= 2.77 kg     

Gold:      

m = V × n ×     

= 3.1 × 10−4 × 19300   
= 5.99 kg      

Silver:      

m = V × n ×     

= 3.1 × 10−4 × 10500   
= 3.25 kg      

Economic Consideration   

Option  Requi Rate per Total Optim 

   red  Kg in Rs. Cost in um 

   Mass (Approxi Rs. Sugges 

   (Kg) mate) (Approxi tion 

      mate)  
      

Radiato  0.837 117.35 98.22 Low 

r 1        

(Alumi       

num)       
      

Radiato  2.77 377.85 1046.64 Optim 

r 2       um 

(Coppe       

r)        
      

Radiato  5.99 26,86,900 1,60,94,5 Very 

r 3      31 High 

(Gold)       
      

Radiato  3.25 36,163 1,17,529. High 

r 4      75  

(Silver)       
        

Effectiveness of radiator:    
 

Ch = (m × Cp) Water =× .   × = 116.306 W / k 
 

         
 

Cc = (m ×Cp) air =    .   ×  × = 145.931 W / k 
 

        
 

Cmin = 116.306 W/k,Cmax= 145.931 W/k 
 

Capacity Ratio R = 
 

= 0.793 
  

 

   
 

 . × .    
 

NTU = 
 

= = 
 

= 1.155 
   

 .   
 

Effectiveness = −   [ −      +  ]   
 

    +    
 

 

= 
−   [ − .   ( .  )] 

 

.  

 
 

= 0.487  
Efficiency = .   (   –   )  

.   (   –   )  

  
 

 
= 

 .   ∗  
 

     

  

.   ∗ .  

   
 

= 0.99    
 

 
III.  RESULT/ CONCLUSION  

This paper helps as a bridge between Industrial as well as 
theoretical procedure and also helps to optimising design, 
material selection and cost analysis. 
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